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• WelcomeFeast
on the Oval. 
11 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
•Women’s Soccer
UM v.s. Washington State
South Campus Stadium,
5:00 p.m.
•Free Outdoor Movie
“Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End”
on the Oval, 8:30 p.m. 
– UM News and Events Calendar
Afghanistan: 
A suicide attacker detonated his
vehicle close to the airport in
Afghanistan’s capital Friday,
killing at least one Afghan solid-
er and wounding two others, offi-
cials and witnesses said.
Vienna:
The International Atomic Energy
Agency on Thursday reported
“significant” cooperation from
Iran with its nuclear probe but
noted it was still enriching urani-
um, prompting calls for stepped
up U.N. sanctions from
Washingon and its allies.
Moscow:
Human rights advocates, journal-
ists and politicians marched
Thursday to the apartment build-
ing where journalist Anna
Politkovskaya was gunned down
to commemorate her birthday
and show their skepticism over
government claims about who
was behind her killing.
– Associated Press
While the majority of
University of Montana students
began classes under the “M” of
Mount Sentinel on Monday, other
UM students started fall semester
some 50 miles south of here.
The Hamilton Higher
Education Center opened for its
first semester on Monday and will
continue registering students
throughout the week.
UM established the HEC this
summer as an education resource
for the Bitterroot area and Ravalli
County, one of the fastest-growing
areas of the state, with some
40,000 residents. 
UM President George Dennison
said he would seek approval for
the center from the Board of
Regents as soon as he was assured
it is a functioning entity. In a
Tuesday interview, he stressed
that the center has to be “ready to
go” in order to receive approval. 
BOR Chair Lynn Morrison-
Hamilton said that the HEC is not
on the Regents’ September 19-21
tentative meeting agenda. The
deadline to submit agenda items
has passed. 
Dennison informed the BOR of
UM’s plan for the center at the
end of May, saying he would ask
the regents to approve the institu-
tion by the first week of May
2008.
Courses taken from the center
count toward a UM-COT associ-
ate degree or a UM bachelor’s
degree, said Frank Laurence, act-
ing director for the education cen-
ter. 
Credits from the Higher
Education Center, “ are UM cred-
its to start with,” Laurence said in
a letter to the Ravalli Republic
published on Aug. 30.
Adjunct faculty will be the 
Adams Center Executive
Director Mary Muse confirmed
early Thursday that tickets for the
upcoming Elton John concert will
be available at two prices: $97 at
price one and $67 at price two.
The concert will start at 8 p.m. on
Sept. 5, with no opening act.
The separate price levels will
directly correspond to the location
of the seat in the venue. Muse said
the event is being sold 360
degrees, meaning seats on all
sides of the Adams Center will
accommodate concertgoers. 
In addition to the ticket prices,
the Adams Center released its
official battle plan for next week’s
ticket sales. Numbered wristbands
will be handed out in the Adams
Center lobby and at other ticket-
ing outlets between 3 p.m. and 6
p.m. on Sept. 4. However, as tick-
ets will go on sale at ticketing out-
lets and by phone simultaneously,
a wristband will not guarantee
concert tickets.
The Adams Center Box Office
will dispense 1,500 wristbands,
and 500 wristbands will be dis-
pensed at each additional outlet at
The Source, Southgate Mall and
Worden’s Market. Purchases will
be limited to six tickets per indi-
vidual wristband. 
At 9 a.m. on Sept. 5, one wrist-
band number will be drawn for
each ticketing outlet. The holder
of this wristband will be the first
person to purchase a concert tick-
et. The number will be posted on
the Adams Center Web site, on the
Adams Center reader board and
will be announced on the radio.
Event staff will be present at
each ticketing outlet at 9:30 a.m.
to organize wristband holders in
numeric order. Any wristband
holders not present during the
line-up process forfeit their posi-
tions in the sequence. Ticket sales
will commence at 10 a.m. at all
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Around the
World
Arts
Media arts student
breaks new ground
On Campus
Today
Check us out 
on the web at 
www.montanakaimin.com
Beer: Trout Slayer v. Dancing Trout
Kristine Paulsen/Montana Kaimin
Customers taste beer samples at Big Sky Brewing Company Thursday while Alix Jennings rings up their growler purchases. On Aug. 1 the brewery acquired the Trout Slayer name from Bayern Brewing after
their five-year lease of the name was up. Though some people were initially confused about the name change, Jennings said “most people get it.”
GameDay
Kaimin
Check it out at
the game
Missoula beer lovers have been
throwing back Bayern-brewed
Trout Slayer for five years, until
suddenly this summer it was trans-
formed into Dancing Trout. 
But beer drinkers are still able to
swill Trout Slayer out of a Big Sky
bottle after the company recently
bought the rights to the name.  
Speculation abounds in the
beer-drinking community as to
why the change occurred, and
now Trout Slayer is living up to its
slogan, “A bigger tale with every
ale.”
Dancing Trout has stirred up
some controversy about what it
represents.  
The artwork on the label, drawn
by veteran artist Monty Dolack,
depicts an angler dancing with a
man-sized trout in a riverbed.  
Jürgen Knöller, brewmaster and
owner of Bayern, chose the name
Dancing Trout to accompany his
beliefs about water source protec-
tion.  A portion of the proceeds
from Dancing Trout sales goes to
Montana Trout Unlimited, an
organization whose goal is the
protection of trout streams. 
Knöller approached Trout
Unlimited after the name change
was in the works, according to
Michael Gibson, Trout
Unlimited’s outreach director.
“The first I heard of it was in
May,” Gibson said.  “He wanted
to give back to the resource he has
enjoyed in Montana.”
This image has become unpop-
ular in the Missoula beer world.
The Old Post Pub carries both
brands, and though each is selling
Mark Page  
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Ticket prices set for
Elton John concert
UM develops HEC
for Regent approval
See HEC, page 8
See BEER, page 5
See TICKETS, page 5
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KAIMIN is a Salish word for messages.
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2 Opinion
The Montana Kaimin, in its
110th year, is published by the
students of The University of
Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the
Montana Kaimin for practice
courses but assumes no control
over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to 
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop
them off in Anderson Hall 208.
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Q1: In what — hopefully more classy — fashion would you prefer to be solicited for
sexual favors?
Q2: Who would you prefer to do the soliciting?
•Becka Stone
sophomore, business
Q1: “I want it sent on a cake, preferably a three-layer cake and on each layer
written a different sexual act.”
Q2: “Clive Owen.”
•Dan Dickerson
sophomore, forestry
Q1: “I would want it to be somebody very, very naked, in a very, very
public place, who is very, very high on something.”
Q2: “Hillary Clinton or Connie Chung.”
•Marguerite Jodry
junior, music
Q1: “I want a singing telegram from David Bowie..”
Q2: “David Bowie himself. Why? The package.”
•Laura Williams
junior, math education
Q1: “For me it would probably be somebody who has the balls to ask.”
Q2: “Steve McQueen, even though he’s dead.”
•Kelley Joe Sims
sophomore, pre-journalism
Q1: “I’d like it written in chalk on the sidewalk around the oval.”
Q2: “Some professor because I always get crushes on my professors.
Damn it! What’s wrong with me?”
•Elise Cunningham
freshman, forestry
Q1: “I want it spelled out in the sky by exhaust from a jet plane.”
Q2: “David Hobbes because he unicycles.
Republican Sen. Larry Craig recently pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct after
allegedly soliciting a police officer for sexual favors in a bathroom stall at Minneapolis-
St. Paul International Airport.
So it’s Friday, a word that probably didn’t mean much as you
lazed away the summer months. Now, here today, it signifies the
end. The end of the first week of classes, the end of the first week
of sobriety, and the end of the painfully long three-month sabbati-
cal of Big Ups and Backhands. You’re welcome.
The best way to start off this year’s first edition of BU&Bh is with
a heartwarming story about the education system looking out for
students. Big Ups to the Colorado school that cracked down on
out-of-control children after some others reported being chased
against their will. The forward-thinking administrators put an end
to that tomfoolery immediately: They banned tag on the play-
ground. Wait, did I say Big Ups? Change that to Backhands! 
And that, freshmen, is how we play the game.
On a more serious, yet even more preposterous, note, Sen. Larry
Craig is the Idaho conservative who was caught with his pants
down and his foot tapping in the Minneapolis airport. Big Ups to
him for breaking the monotony of modern-day political scandals.
An anti-gay Republican. Soliciting sex. In a men’s bathroom. In
an airport. Priceless. We definitely didn’t see that one coming. 
Meanwhile, Backhands are sent out to officers who are cracking
down on bathroom foot tapping. We here at BU&Bh will have to
start being more careful while in the airport john. Especially when
ABBA comes on.
British condom maker Futura Medical Pic announced earlier this
month that study results revealed its condoms could cause larger
and longer lasting erections. Big Ups to any one who uses one.
Big Ups to outgoing Attorney General Alberto Gonzales for
knowing when to call it quits. Backhands to him for waiting five
months beyond that point to actually do it.
We would give international soccer “sensation” David Beckham
Backhands for being a walking China shop, but we’re afraid he’d
get injured. Beckham, who has made barely more than a cameo
appearance with the LA Galaxy this summer, strained knee liga-
ments while playing for the team Wednesday.
Big Ups to the people that are working hard to bring Elton John to
Missoula. Honestly, a nice encore to the Rolling Stones. However,
concurrent Backhands need to be doled out as well, for taking so
long to finalize the appearance and to get tickets on sale. Students
need longer than three weeks to plan their gaudy wardrobes! The
staff of BU&Bh sure does … 
Speaking of things that are hot or soon will be: The buildings on
campus. You can all bitch about the steam tunnel construction and
how it screws up your daily commute from Aber Hall to the Food
Zoo, but be considerate of the Greater Good. Big Ups to the con-
struction workers on campus.
Thanks for bearing with us through the first week. BU&Bh will be
back in seven days. Hopefully we won’t be blurry like Tuesday’s
crossword.
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Thursday’s edition of the Montana Kaimin inaccurately
referred to Garry Kerr as a professor, he is an instructor.
Correction:
The Montana Kaimin:
Goes great with coffee.
 
Just because you left town for
three months doesn’t mean you
should be deprived of the joy of
reading about the illegal
escapades that occurred on and
around campus during the sum-
mer. So, we’ve dedicated this
week’s blotter to bringing you
up-to-date on all the juicy stuff
that went down.
Jim Lemcke, director of UM’s
Office of Public Safety, noted
that even in the few days right
before school started, there were
plenty run-of-the-mill minor in
possessions, possession of dan-
gerous drug and possession of
paraphernalia charges. 
“Already this school year
there has been a lot of activity,”
he said. 
May 20, 2:20 a.m.
While driving down Maurice
and South avenues, an officer
witnessed a man grab a woman,
throw her down on the ground,
and proceed to punch and kick
her, said Lemcke. The woman,
who turned out to be the
assailant’s sister, suffered from a
split and extremely swollen lip
and received medical treatment.
The man was arrested for partner
or family member assault.
Alcohol was involved, said
Lemcke, who added “we get a
lot of activity after two o’clock
in the morning for some reason.” 
May 30, 7 p.m.
Patrolling campus on a bike, an
officer “rolled up on a man smok-
ing pot in the barbecue pits by
Craig [Hall],” said Lemcke. “You
know those bikes, they’re very
quiet,” he said, and the man didn’t
hear him coming. Making things
worse, he lied to the officer about
who he was and was “playing
games” and being difficult, so the
officer arrested him. He was
charged with possession of dan-
gerous drugs and possession of
drug paraphernalia. 
July 27, 2 p.m.
An officer was driving past
family housing when he noticed
a very young child, just able to
walk, alone near the street and a
dump truck rapidly approaching.
The driver missed the child with-
in feet, said Lemcke. The officer
located the child’s parents, who
said they had been busy and sent
their 3-year-old child out to
watch the younger one. No
charges were filed, but the offi-
cer counseled them on parenting
responsibilities.
Aug. 4, 3:30 a.m.
Thinking his girlfriend was
cheating on him, a man came
home in a fit of rage and accused
her of adultery, said Lemcke.
She hit him, and he responded
forcefully. According to the
report, the man “was determined
to be the prominent aggressor.”
He was arrested and charged
with partner or family member
assault. 
Aug. 5
After stopping a student in an
alley for having no taillights, a
patrol officer determined that the
man had been drinking, said
Lemcke. Upon running his
name, the officer discovered that
he had three previous DUI con-
victions and a warrant out for his
arrest. He was arrested for
felony DUI, as it was his fourth
offense, and was also cited for
the ninth time for having no
insurance as well as operating a
vehicle without a license. 
Aug. 5, 3:30 a.m.
A woman called police
claiming that she had been
assaulted, in her words “bat-
tered and abused,” but not sex-
ually, the report said. An
investigation revealed that she
had been partying in an apart-
ment in the Lewis and Clark
Villages when there was some
sort of a disagreement between
her and the residents. She was
asked to leave, but refused, so
the residents forcibly removed
her. She was obviously upset
about having to leave, said
Lemcke, adding “I don’t know
what she wanted the cops to
do; drag her back into the
apartment?” Pretty much
everyone was too intoxicated
to give a statement, but offi-
cers determined that there was
no crime, said Lemcke.
“Without alcohol, I wouldn’t
have a job,” he said.
Aug. 25, 1:40 p.m.
Officers responded to a call
about an “over-intoxicated indi-
vidual,” and determined the man
needed medical treatment, said
Lemcke.  An ambulance was
called, the man was treated and
released, and police transported
him off campus to the home of
some relatives “for treatment,”
Lemcke said. He was cited for a
minor in possession of alcohol.
Aug. 26, 2:55 a.m.
Responding to a call from
Aber Hall, officers found several
intoxicated underage people.
Three minor in possession of
alcohol citations were issued,
and the officers left. At 4:06 a.m.
officers received a tip that one of
the men cited above was operat-
ing a vehicle, and just over an
hour after receiving an MIP, he
was arrested for driving under
the influence. Not a great start to
the school year, Lemcke noted.
“Dear mom and dad,” he said.
“Thanks for paying for college.
Please find me an attorney.” 
Citations:
Lydell Whiteman, 26, charged
with partner/family member
assault
Troy Witzke, 18, charged with
possession of dangerous drugs
and possession of drug parapher-
nalia. 
Roger Sinclair, 30, charged
with partner/family member
assault
Ethan Friedlander, 25, charged
with felony driving under the
influence, driving with no insur-
ance, and operating a vehicle
with a revoked license. 
Peter Harper, 19, charged with
minor in possession of alcohol. 
Zachary Richter, 19, charged
with minor in possession of alco-
hol.
John Bartlett, 19, charged with
minor in possession of alcohol.
Kari Husen, 18, charged with
minor in possession of alcohol.
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July 27, 2 p.m.
An officer was driving past family
housing when he noticed a very
young child, just able to walk, alone
near the street and a dump truck rap-
idly approaching. The driver missed
the child within feet, said Lemcke.
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Police Blotter
Sibling sparring, straying sprout, skeptic sweeties
Check out ...
Kaimin
Editor’s
Blog
by Sean Breslin
www.montanakaimin.com
Anne Pastore    
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If you’re planning to head out to
frolic over the long weekend, here’s
an update of area fires.  
East of Missoula
Seeley Lake and Lake Placid
have now reopened after the Jocko
Fire prompted their closure.  The
blaze burned more than 35,000
acres and firefighters have it 56-
percent contained.
The Sawmill Complex, 22 miles
southeast of Missoula, is burning
actively in the Rock Creek area.
Travel restrictions are in place on
Upper Willow Road and along
Rock Creek Road from mile mark-
er one to mile marker 40.   
Two fires are burning in the
northern half of the Sapphires
against the Continental Divide and
the area is restricted.
The Ahorn Fire, started by light-
ning at the end of June, is burning
approximately 30 miles west of
Augusta. The majority of the
Rocky Mountain Ranger District in
the Lewis and Clark National
Forest is closed.
The Fool Creek Fire, in the
Rocky Mountain Ranger District
and the Flathead National Forest,
has burned more than 56,000 acres
30 miles northwest of Choteau.     
The Conger Fire, burning along
Highway 200 in the Lolo National
Forest, has blackened more than
20,000 acres and prompted the clo-
sure of the western half of the
Scapegoat Wilderness, including
several trails.
The Meriwether Fire is approxi-
mately 43,000 acres and is respon-
sible for the closure of the Gates of
the Mountains Wilderness area,
east of the Missouri River in the
Helena National Forest.  
West of Missoula
Campsites at Lolo Pass are open,
with no fires in the immediate area. 
The Black Cat Fire, near
Frenchtown along Highway 93,
burned three mobile homes and
threatened hundreds of residences.
It is now 90-percent contained after
blackening 11,754 acres.
South of Missoula
Several fires are burning in the
Bitterroot National Forest, includ-
ing the 22,541-acre Rombo Fire.
The south end of the Bitterroot
Wilderness is closed between the
West Fork and the East Fork of the
Bitterroot River. 
The Magruder Corridor into the
Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness is
closed, but that may change, condi-
tions permitting, said fire informa-
tion officer Nan Christianson.
Chief Joseph Pass, too, should be
avoided, as should the Rock Creek
Trail, west of Lake Como, she said.  
Otherwise, “the rest of the forest
is pretty open,” she said.  “But that
can change so quick.” 
The Rat Creek Fire, 25 miles
west of Wisdom, is burning on the
north side of Highway 43 in the
Beaverhead-Deerlodge National
Forest.
The Pattengail Fire has burned
12,967 acres of the Beaverhead-
Deerlodge National Forest 10 miles
northeast of Wisdom, Montana, in
the west Pioneer Mountains near
Stone Lakes.
Those areas are off-limits, but
there are some campsites just east
in the Pioneer Mountains, and all of
the Beaverhead-Deerlodge
National Forest south of Highway
43.  And all of the West Big Hole
and Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness
areas are open.
“There are plenty of good oppor-
tunities,” said fire information offi-
cer Jack DeGolia.
North of Missoula
The Chippy Creek Fire has
burned nearly 100,000 acres.
About half of it is in the Lolo
National Forest, 20 miles north of
Plains. Highway 2 south to high-
way 200 is closed and from
Thompson River Road on the west
side to Highway 28 on the east is
off limits.
“It’s still a big fire and it still has
the potential to get up and go,” said
fire information officer David
Early.
The Skyland Fire in the Flathead
National Forest has prompted fire
managers to implement speed
restrictions on Highway 2, but all
entrances to Glacier National Park
are open.
Stage two fire restrictions are in
place for much of Montana, mean-
ing no open flames, smoking only
in areas clear of brush, and motor-
ized vehicles must stay on roads
and trails.
Thunderstorms are predicted
for the weekend, which could
spark new blazes.  But the days
are getting shorter and the rain
and snow should start falling
eventually and end the fire sea-
son, said fire information officer
Boyd Hartwig.
“Some of these fires are not
going to go out until we get snow,”
he said.
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well, the bartenders have heard
an earful about the Dancing
Trout art.
“They don’t seem to like it
very much,” said Jon Markley,
an Old Post bartender.  “It’s the
concept of the Dancing Trout.”
Mark Thompson, the beer guy
at Worden’s Market and Deli,
also has issues with the label.
“He’s having some sort of
illicit relationship with a trout,”
Thompson said.  “People don’t
like it very much.”
For the last five years Brian
Beck licensed the name “Trout
Slayer” to Bayern through a
business called Company B out
of Kalispell.  Beck revoked the
license recently and sold it to
Big Sky.
“In December he wrote me a
letter saying he was terminating
the licensing agreement,” said
Knöller.  “He wanted to make
more money with it than I was
willing to pay.”
Beck’s decision did not upset
Knöller, he said.  It is not in
Bayern’s best interest to contin-
ue to pay for a brand name when
he could make just as much
money coming up with a name
himself.
Beck wanted to incorporate a
much larger region for Trout
Slayer sales. Knöller maintains a
small family-sized business. 
“Our goals and objectives
were different,” Beck said.  “We
wanted to grow more than
Jürgen wanted to, more than
Bayern wanted to.”
The biggest difference
between the two companies lies
with the ownership. Big Sky is
an investor-based company,
meaning they must seek profits.
Knöller is the only owner of
Bayern, and is driven only by
what he thinks is best for the
company and himself.
There is a certain size a brew-
ery should maintain and not go
beyond, Knöller said.  If a brew-
ery expands larger than that par-
ticular size the quality of the
beer will have to be sacrificed
due to equipment constraints.
Beck wanted more for Trout
Slayer.
Seven years ago, Beck offered
the Trout Slayer name to Big
Sky first, but they declined to
accept the offer.  At that point,
Big Sky did not feel they were in
a position to buy a name.
“We were unable to accept
Company B’s offer due to pro-
duction constraints,” said Bjorn
Nabozney, Big Sky’s marketing
coordinator.
The new Trout Slayer brewed
by Big Sky does not resemble
Bayern’s old Trout Slayer,
except that they are both filtered
light-wheat beers. 
According to the respective
brewers, the release of both met
great success.  Dancing Trout is
currently Bayern’s top seller; but
back at Worden’s, Thompson
takes issue with Big Sky buying
the name Trout Slayer.
“They were up and coming
guys, anti-establishment. Now
they go ahead and buy a name,”
Thompson said.  “Are we selling
a name or a beer?”
Big Sky Brewery did pick up
the name to market just that, the
name.  And now the taproom at
the brewery is filled with Trout
Slayer merchandise of all sorts,
everything from sweatshirts to
cigarette cases.
“We would have been fools to
pass up this opportunity to
license a popular brand name
and bring it into our distribution
network,” Nabozney said.
There has always been peace
between the two brewers and the
peace is now broken.
“Was it a classy thing to do?
Knöller said. “Grab another
brewery’s name? Personally, I
would not have done it, there
was no need to do so.”
But the guys at Big Sky do
own the name.  They believe it
fits perfectly with their lineup of
brews, chock full of quirky ani-
mal names.  
So for now, folks in Missoula
can go downtown and slay trout,
dance with trout and drink trout
to their hearts’ content.
ticketing locations, by phone at
406-243-4051 or 888-MON-
TANA and on the Web at
Griztix.com.
For updates and a map of the
Adams Center outlining ticket
price level areas, visit the Adams
Center Web site at www.adamsev-
entcenter.com.
TICKETS
Continued from page 1
BEER
Continued from page 1
For University of Montana stu-
dents whom combated this sum-
mer’s particularly active wildfire
season, important deadlines con-
cerning registration, financial aid
and housing have been extended to
accommodate late returns to
Missoula.
The extension allows students
who notified the university by Aug.
17 of their involvement in the fire-
fighting effort to reserve their class-
es and housing until Sept. 17.  The
Registrar’s Office established a 24-
hour hotline at the beginning of
August for the firefighters to leave
their names, student identification
numbers and the names of their
agencies with the school.  
According to UM Registrar
David Micus, 80 students, both
National Guard members and those
assisting fire crews, were affected
by the extended deadlines.
Professors were given first-day
class rosters specifying these stu-
dents and their circumstances.
“We asked them to make accom-
modations for these students, if
possible,” Micus said.
Instructor Garry Kerr, who teach-
es the popular “Introduction to
Anthropology” course, said he is
more than willing to oblige the fire-
fighters’ initial absences and
requests to join his course.  As of
Monday afternoon, he had already
received four calls from students on
the lines hoping to secure spots in
the class.
“I told them I’d override them in
a heartbeat,” Kerr said.  “They’re
doing a serious job, saving our
state. Firefighting may be a higher
calling for them right now.”
Some teachers, however, are con-
cerned about how the absent stu-
dents will make up the coursework
they are missing. Ronald Wakimoto,
professor of Forest Fire Science in
the Forestry Department, estimates
that he has about 12 to 15 students in
his undergraduate classes affected
by the deadlines.
Many of these students,
Wakimoto said, are registered for
independent studies, so their efforts
will be monitored on a case-by-case
basis upon return.  The students he
is concerned most about are those
registered in his upper division
“Fuels Management” course.
“I’m really concerned about
making the work equitable for
those students [currently on the
lines],” Wakimoto said.  “I’ve mod-
ified assignments so that I can fair-
ly hand them out to those students.”
The flexibility of the UM faculty
is especially appreciated by stu-
dents like UM junior Nate Rott,
whose 14-hour workdays on the
line began May 25 and ended Aug.
26, the day before classes started.
As part of the initial attack crew
stationed in Marion, a small town
outside of Kalispell, Rott’s long
days, unreliable cellphone and lim-
ited Internet availability left him
unable to finalize his schedule until
the first day of classes. 
“I had a little bit of trouble with
my schedule because the
University changed the times of
some of my classes, which I didn’t
find out about until I got back,”
Rott said.  “But everyone I’ve
talked to has been completely
understanding.”
As the fire season is expected to
continue through September, pro-
fessors may have to continue to tol-
erate student firefighter absences.  
Rott, who plans on enlisting for
emergency duty in Missoula,
stresses the unpredictable hours of
the job, which doesn’t end when
night falls.
“You never really know how
long you will be out there contain-
ing the fires,” Rott said.  “The pro-
fessors have to be flexible with us,
‘cause nobody wants you to walk
into class off a fire without shower-
ing.”
Patience a virtue with student firefighters
Lauren Russell   
MONTANA KAIMIN
Labor Day weekend fire update
Jessica Mayrer  
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One year after the University of
Montana opened its doors to a new
major, media arts second-year dig-
ital media student David Reese
emerged from the depths of the
Department of Fine Arts to cele-
brate the program’s debut with an
internship at one of the largest dig-
ital production agencies in the
world, Digital Kitchen.  
Reese, an unassuming Moscow,
Idaho native, quietly unravels his
summer tale, cluttered with a vari-
ety of tasks.  Aside from Reese’s
own subtle contributions toward
software campaigns such as
Microsoft Zune and Sony VAIO,
Digital Kitchen is also the brains
behind Tony Soprano’s fierce 
commercial campaign and
MacDonald’s greener appeal.
“I got to do a little bit of every-
thing,” Reese said.  “Whatever
they needed me to do.” 
Digital Kitchen, a large creative
firm, has locations in Seattle,
Chicago, and New York and has
recently formed an internship pro-
gram with the University of
Montana.  
Media Arts Chair Rick Hughes
laughed when referring to both
Reese’s down-to-earth nature and
the magnitude of his accomplish-
ments.
“I told Dave he’s got to get used
to this kind of thing,” Hughes said.
“He’s going to be great.”
Digital Kitchen currently
employs about 69 people with a
wide spectrum of knowledge and
specializes in well-known design
programs such as Adobe After
Effects, Photoshop, and the video-
editing program Final Cut, said the
company’s studio manager, Steve
Krause.
“They deliver the whole pack-
age,” Reese said. 
Reese also said that the firm cre-
ates the story behind advertise-
ments for clients such as Nip/Tuck
and PBS, focusing on sound
design, music, motion design and
graphics.
Since the company was founded
in the late 90s, it has become one of
the largest and well-known produc-
tion agencies the globe has to offer,
said Hughes.  
“Bringing ambition and a sense
of teamwork is a key factor in
doing well at Digital Kitchen,”
Krause said.  “We rely heavily on
ideas and inspiration.”  
Greg Twigg, director of
Integrated Digital Media for UM
Media Arts, initially made a phone
call to Digital Kitchen in search of
potential internships for Reese.
Reese applied for the internship
shortly after Twigg pitched the idea
to him and flew out to Digital
Kitchen’s Seattle location for an
interview.
“It was really great being in that
environment,” Reese said of his
experience, “Very beneficial and
inspiring.”
With a bachelor’s degree in art
and a minor in media arts, Reese
applied to the professional program
in fall of 2006 and will be one of
UM’s first official media arts grad-
uates this spring.
“David had enough knowledge
needed to integrate himself easily
into the working machine that is
Digital Kitchen,” Krause said.
According to Hughes, media arts
has become such a desired major in
past semesters that faculty and staff
were being forced to direct some
students away from certain classes
since their only options were the
graduate or minor programs.
Prior to the 2006 school year,
media arts struggled to maintain an
interested group of students and
was never able to establish the
major program due to lack of facul-
ty members qualified to teach at the
university level, Hughes said.
“We had students taking extra
classes just to waste time while
they waited for the major to
become official,” Hughes said.
Because of the vast number of
students intrigued by media arts in
the past year, the department found
two more faculty members and was
able to establish a professional pro-
gram, which then allowed for
potential media arts students to
apply.
Since 2006, enrollment in the
department has increased from
roughly 30 students to 60 students,
Hughes said.
“Media arts is so new to every-
one,” he said.  “We’re still defining
ourselves.”
Hughes said although media arts
is constantly evolving and current-
ly remains an unfamiliar concept to
most, the university has produced
numerous graduates that have dis-
played their work in festivals all
across the country. One former stu-
dent of the graduate program, Alex
Gans, now works as an editor for a
movie production company in Los
Angeles.
UM is privileged to have both
the digital media and video produc-
tion options available, whereas
some universities only offer one or
the other, Hughes said.  
Although Reese contained little
knowledge concerning digital
media and its computer applica-
tions prior to his enrollment in the
media arts program, he has certain-
ly acquired adequate skills, said
Krause.  
“He knew a lot about the pro-
grams here and was eager to learn,”
Krause said.  “It was nice to see.” 
Not only has Reese experienced
the freshness and curiosity of the
upcoming media arts world by
gladly observing a team of experts
at Digital Kitchen for a month-long
internship, but he now has profes-
sional experience and knows that
someday he would like to work
with motion design and animation,
he said.  
With one year left at UM, Reese
plans on gaining some work expe-
rience and hopefully working at a
digital media design-based firm
similar to that of Digital Kitchen
but he believes the nice thing about
his line of study is that, in terms of
relocation, it can take him any-
where.
“Sometimes I would think, ‘This
is really great,’” said Reese. “I felt
like it was almost too big for me.
I’d be like, Wow, this is huge.”
HORSE the band can be labeled
many things: goofy, bizarre, men-
tally unstable; however, boring
need not apply. As a frantic com-
bination of metallic guitar riffs,
80s new wave choruses and
Nintendo-like sound effects,
HORSE the band’s newest album
“A Natural Death” is both exciting
and innovative.
From the first track,
“Hyperborea,” HORSE the band
promises a uniquely weird listen-
ing experience. Harsh vocals con-
trast with mechanical keyboard
sound effects and pounding drum
beats along with a techno riff rem-
iniscent of Mortal Kombat’s
theme music. The album takes off
from there, never letting up with
its pulsing metallic psychosis. 
The band creates an obvious
gimmick by mixing cutesy sound
effects and techno with metal, but
their skilled songwriting and
inventive playing keep the materi-
al interesting. “Murder” opens
with Nintendo sounds before
breaking into brutal metal and har-
monized guitar playing. A bridge
built upon techno beats and sound
effects from Mario breaks into
thrusting rock before ending on a
militaristic drumbeat. Meanwhile,
“The Red Tornado” rampages with
a string of punk rock vocals, dance-
hall groove and screeching female
background vocals.
The band even pays tribute to the
University of Montana mascot’s
brethren with “Face of Bear.” This
bizarre masterpiece builds upon
dizzying keyboards and dark guitar
harmonies to describe the perils of
feeding bears. After throwing in
mock death metal growls and a
catchy techno bridge, the song
ends on the triumphantly chanted
refrain of “Face to face, I’ll face
the bear.”  
When HORSE the band cools
down, they want listeners to dance,
as on the disco friendly “Sex
Raptor.” “Kangarooster Meadows”
continues the fun with a demented
sing-along chorus and pulsing beat,
sounding like Barney on hallucino-
gens. 
However, the real highlight of
the album is “New York City,” an
intense, head spinning combination
of light speed drums, moody key-
boards, and HORSE the band’s sig-
nature crushing riffs. These ele-
ments build up to vocalist Nathan
Winneke’s mournfully sung chorus
of “I’ll come to you,” pulling at the
heartstrings in epic fashion.
HORSE the band’s frequent
schizoid bursts of technical playing
and heavy breakdowns will turn off
listeners who dislike metal and
hardcore, and the poppy choruses
and keyboards may irritate extreme
music purists. However, for heavy-
music fans searching out unique,
inventive music, HORSE the band
is no one-trick pony.
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David Reese, a senior media arts major, speaks briefly at a Tuesday afternoon orientation for new majors in McGill Hall. Reese spent the summer interning
at Digital Kitchen, one of the biggest production houses in the world. 
Ryan Thompson
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Media arts student breaks new ground for UM
Megan McLean    
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HORSE the band a diverse ride
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If you were born after 1975,
you missed Jack Nicholson’s mis-
guided attempt to put a bad-boy
spin on the image of the classical
pianist in “Five Easy Pieces.”
Quite easily not the highlight of
Nicholson’s decades-long film
career [though not as repugnant as
the 1969 classic “Easy Rider”],
“Five Easy Pieces” stands as a
prime example of why
Hollywood should never marry
the iconic 70s playboy with the
oil field grunt. 
Nicholson, repeatedly the vic-
tim of poor screenwriting, tries to
pass as the troubled yet misunder-
stood musician, but generates
about as much sympathy as 80s
romance scourge James Spader.
Admittedly, it is hard to believe
bad cinema existed before John
Cusack thrust that boom box sky-
ward in 1989. But one has to won-
der how hard-up Nicholson had to
be to sign on for the “Garden
State” of the 70s. His ride into the
sunset aboard a moving truck,
dutifully tinkling the ivories,
ranks just a notch above Zach
Braff’s shouting match with a
bottomless pit on the “shallow
movie moments” scale.
But if a plot as predictable as
“Titanic” [we all knew the ship
would sink] can go on to win Best
Picture at the Academy Awards,
this failed stab at humanizing the
woes of the rich and angry must
offer something of value to movie
history? Perhaps it prompted
Nicholson’s strongest career
move: abandoning the piano for
the nut house. Six words, “One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.”
We’re back for another
long year of slapstick and
pretension here at Kaimin
Arts. From drama to Sir
Elton, First Friday to Bright
Eyes [which recently con-
firmed a late-October show],
we hope to continue offering
mediocre and occasionally
timely entertainment news. 
Now, we know what
you’re thinking. “Pat Duganz
is gone. Whom will Kaimin
Arts look to for guidance in
these troubling times?”
Though we mourn his
absence with the rest of you,
we’re confident that his lega-
cy will live on through such
memorable quips as “ass hat”
and “I think the lack of uni-
corn skeletons is a lot more
suspicious than Sept. 11
could ever be.”
But now the section enters
a new era. With one Rolling
Stones concert under our
belts and an Elton John
extravaganza on the way, the
horizon continues to grow
brighter for Missoula enter-
tainment. We’ve fired
“Things We Found On the
Internets” [if you see him on
the street, please don’t give
him money] and sent “1985”
in for a rhinoplasty. Most
importantly, Kaimin Arts has
become an equal opportunity
employer for the first time in
three years. Those with
names other than Danny,
Dylan, Alex or Ian may now
apply.
On that note, we regret to
announce that Kaimin Arts is
still one hand short. We con-
tinue our search for an indi-
vidual with some journalism
experience and a mild inter-
est in music, dance or peep-
ing through keyholes. Any
interested parties please drop
by the newsroom of the
Montana Kaimin in Don
Anderson Hall Room 208
and pick up an application. If
you strike Kaimin Arts as
pompous, or display any
potential, you’re in.
Some things will never
change. “The Land Before
Time” saga will drag on well
into the Cenozoic Era. An
ignorant majority will never
accept that the great Xenu, on
direct orders from L. Ron
Hubbard, abducted Elvis.
And no one at Kaimin Arts
will ever be able to catch a
Frisbee. But with reader
feedback, we can make
Kaimin Arts the best Kaimin
Arts it can be. Should we
cross a line, step on a toe or
miss the next coming of
Christ, send a loving e-slap to
ka iminar t s@gmai l .com.
Thanks, and remember: if we
can stomach Fergie, you can
stomach us.
Sincerely,
Kaimin Arts
Saturday, Sept. 1: Missoula
hosts Tour de Fat in Caras Park
starting at 11 a.m. Admission is
free.
Monday, Sept. 3: The Trail
Festival 2007 in Caras Park
begins at 5 p.m., with opening
bands Particle, John Doe and the
Islanders Steel Drum Band.
Main act, Matisyahu, will fol-
low. Admission is $30 advanced,
$35 day-of-show and the event
will include local vendors.
Tuesday, Sept. 4: Wristbands
for Elton John concert tickets
will be handed out in the Adams
Center lobby at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 5: Elton
John concert tickets go on sale at
10 a.m. 
Bald Eagle, a rock band from
Columbia, Mo., headlines the
Loft alongside MeKungFu,
Bacon and Eggs and Danny’s
Dilemma at 8 p.m. Admission
TBA.
Friday, Sept. 7: Participating
art galleries in Missoula will
host the First Friday Art Walk for
September. 
Montana Repertory Theatre’s
“Frankenstein” opens in the
Masquer Theatre at 7:30 p.m. for
a two-night run. 
Broadband Shortwave plays at
the Loft above Higgins Alley at
10 p.m. with a $4 cover charge.
Stay tuned for the arts 
calendar next week
Coming this week in the arts...
1975Things you don’t know ifyou were born after 1975Another year...at your friendly neighborhoodKaimin Arts 
 
primary instructors of HEC class-
es offered this semester. The cen-
ter could potentially offer courses
from other UM schools, like the
College of Arts and Sciences,
COT Dean Barry Good said,
stressing that the education center
is not a branch of the UM COT.
Six different classes, including
business, communication and
math classes, are offered in the
evening at Hamilton High School. 
Meanwhile, Ravalli County vot-
ers approved funding for a sepa-
rate community college and a
steering committee has formed to
set up an independent Bitterroot
Valley Community College. 
As it stands now, it appears that
UM and the Bitterroot Valley
Community College could be tar-
geting the same pool of students.   
Yet, from the education center’s
outset, UM officials have said it
would not compete with the com-
munity college.
Dennison suggested the Higher
Education Center could fill any
educational gap left by the com-
munity college in the future.
“What they don’t do, we can do;
we can do upper-division and
graduate education, things of that
nature,” he said. 
Dennison said that if the com-
munity college were able to offer
the same programs as the HEC,
UM would “move to something
else” and possibly put other aca-
demic options into place.
A 40-foot-deep rectangular pit
splits the parking lot behind the
Health Sciences Building. Sheer
walls enclose this crater approxi-
mately 140 feet long and 80 feet
wide.
“This big gaping hole, by mid-
October, will be the basement for
the new Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building,” said Neil McDaniel,
project superintendent.
The $13.8 million
Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building is one of several recent
construction projects at the
University of Montana.  The
money for the project came prima-
rily from UM bonds, said Kevin
Krebsbach, associate director of
planning and construction for
Facilities Services.
Expansion to the Skaggs and
Math buildings finished this
spring as did construction on Don
Anderson Hall.  Construction
crews plan to start expansion at
the School of Law Building and
McGill Hall later this semester. 
The Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building, being built in an existing
parking lot, will occupy about 50
parking spaces.  When the
Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building is complete, the parking
lot will be reconfigured for a max-
imum number of vehicles,
Krebsbach said. The new building
will provide 67,000 square feet for
laboratories and offices, and the
project should be finished in about
18 months, Krebsbach said.
The University also received new
lab space this spring in the Skaggs
Building.  A two-year, $14 million
expansion, increased the building’s
space from 17,000 square feet to
42,000 square feet, said Vernon
Grund, chair of the Department of
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical
Sciences.
Funds for the project were gath-
ered accordingly:  A $3 million
grant from the National Institute of
Health, $4 million in private dona-
tions, $3.5 million from the
ALSAM Foundation (funded by
Leonard Samuel Skaggs), and
about $3.5 million in University
bonds, Grund said.
Despite being a science facility,
the Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building “will look strikingly like
the new journalism building from
the outside,” Krebsbach said.
“We’re using the same designer.”
The architect intends to use a
similar brick pattern, roof design
and awning structures as the newly
constructed Don Anderson Hall.
Another newly built addition to
the university’s main campus is the
extension to the Math Building.
The $1.1 million project consists of
three floors and a basement.
As hardhat crews leave the Math
Building, Don Anderson Hall and
the Skaggs Building, students
should expect more construction
and fenced-off areas elsewhere on
campus this fall.
In addition to the
Interdisciplinary Sciences
Building, McGill Hall could see
construction this fall, and if not,
later, Krebsbach said.
The $1 million addition is
planned to be constructed adja-
cent to McGill Hall.  Though in
its preliminary stages, the pro-
ject’s goal is to include additional
office space, a laboratory facility
and a conference center.
The School of Law building
will also see construction.  It will
receive an extensive, mandatory
renovation that will cost approxi-
mately $13.5 million.  Funds for
the project are divided according-
ly:  $4.6 million in private dona-
tions, $4.7 million from legisla-
tion, $2.5 million in bonding pro-
ceeds and $1.7 million from fed-
eral appropriations, said E. Edwin
Eck, dean of the School of Law.
“We’ve been threatened to lose
our accreditation if the building’s
isn’t brought up to snuff,” Eck
said.
The problem is insufficient
space, he said.  When the building
was constructed in 1971, 69 stu-
dents were enrolled in the
University of Montana School of
Law.  Since 1979, enrollment has
increased to about 230 students,
Eck said.
Also,  class sizes have shrunk.
The building doesn’t offer enough
small and medium-sized class-
rooms, he said.  Other accredita-
tion issues are:  Lacking access
for the physically disabled, no
library study space, acoustic
issues and defunct technology
throughout the building, Eck said.  
“The building needs to be reno-
vated for the future,” he said.
The renovation and expansion
of the School of Law Building
should begin in early November,
Eck said.  Once steam tunnel con-
struction is done, the fences on
Eddy Avenue will, for the most
part, remain where they are for
this project, Krebsbach said.
The renovation and expansion
of all three floors should last 18
months, Eck said.  Both first and
second floors will undergo reno-
vation of existing areas and see
facilities added.  Each classroom,
renovated or newly constructed,
will provide students with more
space for computers and books,
Eck said.
“We need a little more square-
footage per student,” he said.
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Millions of dollars spent on UM face-lift
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Saturday all of the University
of Montana football players will
finally be wearing the same color
jerseys. 
With the Southern Utah
Thunderbirds in town, anything
resembling practice has come to
an end. Any fine-tuning of the
offense, defense or special teams
will have to be done on the fly.
And according to Griz head
coach, Bobby Hauck, the team is
ready.
“We’ve had good work from
the end of last season to now,”
Hauck said. “We’re right where
we ought to be.” 
The last time the Griz, ranked
second in the nation, ran out of
the tunnel onto John Hoyt Field in
front of a packed house was in
anticipation of a national semi-
final against the University of
Massachusetts Minutemen. The
Griz narrowly lost that game 19-
17, and according to senior run-
ning back Reggie Bradshaw,
nothing could be better than get-
ting back on the field. 
“We’re really excited,” he said.
“We’ve been at it since the end of
last season. We’ve been out there
grinding.”
In the Thunderbirds, the Griz
face a team that is recovering
from a dismal 3-8 season, which
was winless in the five-team
Great West Conference. However,
the mark may be somewhat mis-
leading, according to fourth-year
T-Bird’s head coach Wes Meier. 
“We’ve got a group back that is
very competitive, that has played
a lot of ranked teams,” he said. 
Last season, SUU burst out to a
3-1 record before going winless
the rest of the season. However, it
dropped back-to-back games to
perennial national powers Cal
Poly and McNeese State by a
combined eight points. Against
Cal Poly the T-Birds fumbled
three times inside the five-yard
line. 
“They have a lot of confi-
dence,” Meier said. “They know
they can be competitive but they
also know it’s going to take a
game with very few mistakes to
[beat Montana].” 
Hauck and UM’s schedule mak-
ers have received criticism for
scheduling a slate of unimpressive
non-conference opponents
(Albany and Fort Lewis College
are the others), but Hauck dis-
counted that notion immediately.
“You’d have to be an idiot not to
know these guys would be hard to
beat,” Hauck said of Southern
Utah.  
The T-Bird’s strength will likely
be experience. They return six all-
conference players, including play
caller Wes Marshall, a player that
concerns Hauck. 
“Their quarterback worries me,
he’s a veteran,” Hauck said. “So
we won’t be fooling him. He’s
seen everything 100 times. He’s
athletic; he can run and pass, he
runs the option, he throws the ball
down the field well.”
Marshall’s numbers from a year
ago are solid, but not gaudy. He
had a 56-percent completion rate
and passed for 1,942 yards. His 14
interceptions should have the Griz
secondary salivating. 
One of many storylines for
Montana is its own quarterback.
Junior Cole Bergquist has finally
been handed the keys to the team
after patiently waiting in the
wings, playing when past starters
went down. He started one game
last year and eight in 2005.
Once inside Washington-
Grizzly Stadium, the T-Birds will
find themselves in an environment
unlike anything they have experi-
enced in the Great West
Conference. 
“We’ve done all kinds of things
to try to not let that become such a
factor for us,” Meier said. 
The team piped ear-splitting
crowd noise into its own stadium
in an effort to simulate the rau-
cousness of Montana’s 23,183
(Washington-Grizzly Stadium’s
capacity) fans.
The Griz lead the all-time series
2-1, the most recent tilt in 2002
being a Griz victory. Three T-
Birds from that team are currently
on Meier’s staff, and he said
they’ve talked about that game, a
68-45 shootout that the Griz won,
being among their career
favorites.
Griz to face T-Birds in season opener
Bill Oram  
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Running back Brandon Utterback is taken down during last Thursday’s scrimmage at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
“You’d have to bean idiot not to
know these guys
would be hard to
beat.
– Bobby Hauck,
Griz head coach
Catch GameDay Kaimin
tomorrow before the game for:
•Complete Roster
•Player Profile
•Where are they now
•Around the Conference
 
The 2007 Montana soccer sea-
son will kick off this weekend
with the Griz facing two formida-
ble opponents from the Spokane
area.    
“We’re excited to open the sea-
son at home,” said head coach
Neil Sedgwick. “We have two
tough teams coming in that we
have a lot of history with.”
The two-game weekend slate
gets underway this evening at 5
p.m. at Dornblaser Field, when the
Griz face-off against Washington
State. The two programs have
opened up a balanced rivalry in
recent history. In the previous 13
meetings, both clubs have split six
wins, with one tie.  Montana is
looking to get back on the winning
path against the Cougars, who
have handed the Griz a pair of 2-1
losses in consecutive years in
Pullman.  
Washington State is coming off
a 9-7-4 record in 2006, including a
4-3-2 mark in Pac-10 play. Coach
Matt Potter’s team returns 10
starters and 18 letter-winners, with
16 of those players scoring goals
last season. 
The Cougars, who are making
their first appearance in Missoula
since 2004, have struggled when
playing in the confines of
Dornblaser Field. They are 1-4
against the Griz in Missoula, with
their only win coming in 2002, the
same year in which Washington
State made their last NCAA tour-
nament appearance. The Cougars
are ranked ninth in the Western
Region. 
“It’s great for our team to play
high competition early in the
year,” said sophomore defender
Danielle McQuinn. “It will help us
get adjusted to the speed and come
together as a team.” A Missoula
Sentinel graduate, McQuinn is
one of four 2006 red shirts who
will be inserted into Sedgwick’s
rotation this season.      
Montana will face West Coast
Conference member Gonzaga on
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the second
game of their opening-weekend
home stand. These teams also
have a budding rivalry, with the
last three matches going to the
Bulldogs, including last season’s
3-1 victory in Spokane. The Griz
own a convincing all-time series
lead however, with a record of 12-
4-1 over the Northwest regional
counterpart. 
Gonzaga head coach Shannon
Stiles believes her team is in a
great position to cut that deficit
come Sunday afternoon. “It’s
always good to open the season
against a regional opponent,” she
said. “Montana is talented and
plays very hard, so we’re expect-
ing a battle. 
“We had a good camp, and
we’re ready to start beating up on
teams other than ourselves.” 
Gonzaga, like the Griz, had 10
wins in 2006. They will arrive
Sunday with a seasoned squad as
six seniors return, all of whom
started last season and combined
for more than half of the Bulldogs
scoring output. They will face a
Griz squad that surrendered the
fewest goals in the Big Sky
Conference a year ago.            
“I think we’re ready to go,”
Sedgwick said. “We have two
tough matchups with Washington
State and Gonzaga, games that are
usually decided by a goal or two. 
“If we play well, we can win.”
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Junior defender Sara Aspinwall slides for the ball in practice Tuesday morning against teammate Mahlleace Tomsin. The Griz spent the week preparing for this weekend’s matches against the visiting Washington
State Cougars and Gonzaga Bulldogs. 
Roman Stubbs    
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If you have a need for speed
and want to see if your car can
compete with the fastest in
Missoula, you might want to
check out the action taking place
at Karl Tyler Chevrolet this
weekend.
The annual Autocross event,
complete with an Introduction to
Autocross school, takes place
Sunday and Monday from 9 a.m.
to noon, with Test and Tune from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The Test and Tune gives driv-
ers a chance to fine-tune their
racing skills on a test course,
before actual racing begins on
Monday.
Ken Stolz, a novice mentor for
the Sports Car Club of America
in the Big Sky Region, said UM
students who have never tried
racing are encouraged to come
out and see what it’s all about.
“We would love to get people
out here to try their hand at rac-
ing,” he said.
Autocrossing is a timed event
in which a car attempts to navi-
gate a course lined with pylons,
better known as orange cones.
No special car is necessary, and
helmets will be available to bor-
row.
Stolz said this is “real” racing,
with cars reaching speeds of 50
to 70 mph in just the small space
of a parking lot.
“It’s just you and your car
against the course and the
clock,” Stolz said in a written
statement.
There is a $10 fee for the
Autocross school, and an addi-
tional $15 for race day. Race reg-
istration is from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Monday and racing will follow at
10 a.m. Karl Tyler Chevrolet is
located at 3663 North Reserve.
For more information, log on
to www.bigskyregion.org or call
Ken Stolz at 544-0572
.– Kaimin Sports Staff
Griz soccer kicks off with weekend games
Weekend features Autocross race
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TUCSON, Ariz. – A U.S.
Border Patrol agent charged in
state court with second-degree
murder for an illegal immigrant’s
shooting death is asking to have
his case shifted to federal court,
and prosecutors aren’t objecting.
Attorneys for agent Nicholas
Corbett filed notice in U.S.
District Court in Tucson asking
that the federal courts take juris-
diction over the case. They then
filed a notice in Cochise County
Superior Court this week remov-
ing the case to federal court.
Cochise County Attorney Ed
Rheinheimer said Thursday the
petition “comes as no surprise
and we don’t see any grounds to
oppose it. We’ll just let it run its
course.”
Sean Chapman, one of
Corbett’s lawyers, said he could
not comment because of the
pending motion before a federal
court.
Corbett’s lawyers claim in the
federal filing that his actions
were necessary and proper to per-
form his duties as a federal law
enforcement agent. As such, he is
immune from state prosecution
under the U.S. Constitution, they
assert.
The petition, called a notice of
removal, has been assigned to
U.S. District Judge David Bury.
Rheinheimer said he anticipates
that the federal court will notify
the Cochise County Superior
Court that it is assuming jurisdic-
tion if he doesn’t oppose the
move.
Rheinheimer called the move
“pretty typical” when a federal
officer is charged with a state
crime for an on-duty action.
Gerald Till, a Cochise County
prosecutor who has handled
Corbett’s case so far, will try the
case in U.S. District Court and
ask for assistance of a federal
prosecutor, Rheinheimer said. A
trial would use federal court rules
but the state criminal code.
A Dec. 18 trial date had been
set in Cochise County court but
likely will be meaningless with
the transfer to federal court,
Rheinheimer said.
Corbett pleaded not guilty at
his Aug. 20 arraignment to sec-
ond-degree murder, manslaughter
and negligent homicide charges
in connection with the death of
Francisco Javier Dominguez
Rivera, 22, of Puebla, Mexico.
The shooting occurred Jan. 12
as Corbett was patrolling the bor-
der near Naco, in southeast
Arizona.
Corbett, 41, told a supervisor
he had shot Dominguez Rivera
after the man threatened him with
a rock. Witnesses, however, said
Corbett shot him without provo-
cation.
After a lengthy investigation
that included autopsy and foren-
sic reports that reportedly contra-
dicted Corbett’s account of the
events, Rheinheimer’s office
charged him with first-degree
murder, second-degree murder,
manslaughter and negligent
homicide.
At an Aug. 6 preliminary hear-
ing, a county judge dismissed the
first-degree murder charge but
ruled there was enough evidence
to proceed to trial on the remain-
ing three charges.
Walter Nash, a prominent
Tucson criminal defense lawyer,
said it’s extremely common to
see such a motion filed when fed-
eral law enforcement officers
face trial in state courts.
“I can’t remember a case where
that issue has not been raised,
immunity and the business of
transferring it to a federal court,”
he said.
Since the issue involves inter-
pretation of federal law, attorneys
feel that federal courts deal with
it more frequently and offer a bet-
ter forum to debate it, Nash said.
In addition, if there are really
strong emotions in a smaller
community concerning the case,
the lawyers will want to get a
more diverse jury pool by moving
the case to a larger city, he said.
“You always run into an issue
when having a small jury pool of
not getting enough diversity. I
think lawyers think when they
get a much larger pool that it’s
easier for them to find people
without a predisposition about
the case.”
Border Patrol agent seeks larger jury pool
Arthur H. Rotstein    
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LOST OR FOUND
Lost: 5 keys: 1 cheetah print, mini-leatherman, 1
UM key. Lost in/near UC or drama building. 544-
4214.
BAHA'I FAITH
O Son of Spirit! My first counsel is this: Possess a pure,
kindly, and radiant heart, that thine may be a sover-
eignty ancient, imperishable, and everlasting. 
-Baha'u'llah. For information on the Baha'i Faith local-
ly, call 406-829-9538 or visit www.bahai.org.
FITNESS
This fun and sassy class empowers the female spirit,
and strips away those unwanted pounds. A combina-
tion of yoga, pilates, and sensual dance. Exclusively
taught by Kathleen Jenkinson at the Peak Health and
Wellness Center. 5000 Blue Mtn. Rd. 
For More Info. Call 251-3344
FOR RENT
4 people to share 8rm, 4,000 sf home close to Stevi,
on river terrace. You get two rooms. $450/mo plus
1/4 ut., or $500 for garage space. 3 mi to Missoula
shuttle bus. 777-3022, Jerry.
AUTOMOTIVE
'77 924 Porsche $3,000 OBO. Call 258-6159.
'88 Cad $1,200. Good 2nd car. Call 258-6159.
FOR SALE
Thule car top ski box. Never used. Cost $519. Sell
$350 OBO. 549-5869.
Garage Sale. 321 Mary St. Saturday 9/1/07 8am-3pm.
Couches, bed, more..
College must do; own a building! 24-unit, green ren-
ovation center of downtown. $1,950,000.00. Steve
Corrick Prudential Montana Real Estate. 
329-2033.
17" Flat Screen Envision Monitor for sale. $50 OBO.
Call 542-0608 evenings.
HELP WANTED
Babysitter needed for Griz home games. Ref. req. Call
Monica 721-4307.
Disability Services for Students is hiring students to
work in our Auxiliary Aid pool. This person would
serve as a reader, scribe, and work for students with
disabilities. Please apply at
http://www.umt.edu/studentjobs/.
Create positive change on campus. VOLUNTEER FOR
SARC. Applications due September 14. Call 243-5244
with questions.
Mother's Helper. $8.00/hr, 4-10 flexible hrs/week,
need car, clean, organized, tutor, call Jil 542-7797
Wanted: part-time cashiers/stockers. Wage D.O.E.
Apply at Big Lots 3630 Brooks Ave.
Wanted: Household help… no Mary Poppins, just light
housekeeping and a little help with the kids 12 & 5.
Must drive. Pay DOE. Send letter of interest to
mrs_murphy@hotmail.com subject: after school.
Part-time cashier help needed. 2:30-6:30 shifts and
weekends. Drop resumes at Parts-Plus, 1140 Strand
Ave. Attn. Bridget.
ICE CREAM ADDICTS
"Ice cream is exquisite. What a pity it isn't illegal." 
-Voltaire. Goldsmiths Ice Cream has dangerously
addictive flavors. Across the footbridge at 809 E.
Front St. Next to WOW.
ROOMMATES NEEDED
New townhouse, 3 BD/2BA, W/D, AC, vaulted ceil-
ings, deck, city view, $515 + 1/2 utilities. 
231-8064, Kyle
SERVICES
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). Here
when you need us. Call 243-4711.
The Joint Effort 1918 Brooks in the Holiday Shopping
Center. Serving the Students needs for 39 years. Sale
on India tapestries, bed spreads, and other fun stuff!
Uncle Bill's Sausages 1918 Brooks in the Holiday
Village Shopping Center. 20 kinds of sausages made
with NO preservatives, filler, or additives. Low fat,
low salt, all spices freshly ground. "No noses, hoses,
toes, or roses." Just the best for you.
Did you screw up the boot up? Does your computer
megabyte? Network not working? Call Missoula
Helpdesk for all your tech support needs. Cheapest
rates in town. Student rates available. Visit
MissoulaHelpdesk.com or call 529-7907.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at DAH 207 or via FAX: (406) 243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
Montana Kaimin:
Nerds at work.
 
